You are an ugly Bastard who do you think you are uhh? Answer me!!!!
Bullying and being mean does, it makes you
    Cool?
No, No it makes you very selfish and ungenerous.
    Why?
Haven't you heard a Legend that says, “How you put the seed that’s
    You will get”
    What do you mean?
So, if you are a person that doesn’t do the right thing.
And, you treated that person as they were
    Trash!
Then, one day some one will treat the
    Same
You would feel like a very burned cockroach!
    Do you want that?
Make A difference in the world always...
    That is all anyone could do.
    Make the world a better place.
Your actions are your Dignity.
Tell the truth, Even if it means your life.
    Just STOP IT!!!!!!
For coolness and swagness it’s not cool.
    Wait...
What causes youth violence?
    Jealousy and talking trash is the most.
    If this happened to you should you
    Defend your self with violence?
    Or
    Be quiet and, let the above in charge?
God is watching you and he will see your
    Quietness...
God will control everything...
    Why?
    Future? No matter your coolness and,
    Swagnesss
    One day your Enemies will remember you.
    Respecting your stand.
Do the right thing...as it is the
    Right thing to do.